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8 Photos, Android App Market, Business News, Features, Free, Games, General, Hardware, More, Pictures, Photo Editors, Photo Gallery,
Photography, Rating Apps, Reviews, To Download, Video, Videos, Wordpress, More Download Image Date Time File Name Stamp -
Watermark a series of photos and save them in one go! 7 Image Date Time File Name Stamp is a simple to use application which enables you
to manipulate a large batch of pictures, by placing a watermark on them. Thus, you may insert the date they were taken, the current date or a
simple, customizable text watermark. Moreover, you can place the file’s name as watermark, as well. 8 Batch image processing The software
can easily handle batches of photos, in a short time, by placing the required watermark on each of them. The photos are saved in the indicated
output folder, with their original names, which means you need to be careful not to overwrite the original data. You may position the
watermark in one of the nine preset points, on the surface of the image or in a custom location. Simply fill in the X and Y axes position, the
values being measured in pixels. The software can also apply image compression to each file, in order to reduce its size on the disk. This is also
the purpose of reducing or enhancing the pictures quality. You may simply select one of the percentage values. Higher values indicate a better
quality and larger filesize. Customize the watermarks Image Date Time File Name Stamp offers you three options for the watermark. You
may insert plain text, such as a message, a name or a signature. You may place a timestamp watermark, containing the date when the image
was created, the date of last modification or the current date/time. The data is acquired from the image’s metadata or from the system time.
Alternatively, you may add the file’s name as a watermark, in custom font or colors. The software also allows you to freely resize the image, by
pixels, inches or millimeters, but does not automatically preserve the aspect ratio. Add watermark to series of images Image Date Time File
Name Stamp is a reliable software that enables you to place a watermark on large batches of images. It can come in handy when you need to
add the date on photos taken at a particular event or place your signature on them, for recognition. You may easily customize the font and
color
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Image Date Time File Name Stamp is a simple to use application which enables you to manipulate a large batch of pictures, by placing a
watermark on them. Thus, you may insert the date they were taken, the current date or a simple, customizable text watermark. Moreover, you
can place the file’s name as watermark, as well. Batch image processing The software can easily handle batches of photos, in a short time, by
placing the required watermark on each of them. The photos are saved in the indicated output folder, with their original names, which means
you need to be careful not to overwrite the original data. You may position the watermark in one of the nine preset points, on the surface of
the image or in a custom location. Simply fill in the X and Y axes position, the values being measured in pixels. The software can also apply
image compression to each file, in order to reduce its size on the disk. This is also the purpose of reducing or enhancing the pictures quality.
You may simply select one of the percentage values. Higher values indicate a better quality and larger filesize. Customize the watermarks
Image Date Time File Name Stamp offers you three options for the watermark. You may insert plain text, such as a message, a name or a
signature. You may place a timestamp watermark, containing the date when the image was created, the date of last modification or the current
date/time. The data is acquired from the image’s metadata or from the system time. Alternatively, you may add the file’s name as a watermark,
in custom font or colors. The software also allows you to freely resize the image, by pixels, inches or millimeters, but does not automatically
preserve the aspect ratio. Add watermark to series of images Image Date Time File Name Stamp is a reliable software that enables you to
place a watermark on large batches of images. It can come in handy when you need to add the date on photos taken at a particular event or
place your signature on them, for recognition. You may easily customize the font and color of the text. Image Date Time File Name Stamp
Image Date Time File Name Stamp is a simple to use application which enables you to manipulate a large batch of pictures, by placing a
watermark on them. Thus, you may insert the date they were taken, the current date or a simple, customizable text watermark. Moreover, you
can place the file� 09e8f5149f
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A leading photo app builder with a simple interface for adding personal watermark on Pictures, Videos, Images, Documents, Audio, YouTube,
Vimeo, Facebook, etc. Insert Watermark on Images and Pictures Insert Watermark on Photos with Image Date Time Stamp Insert Watermark
on Images and Pictures Image Date Time Stamp is a professional and easy-to-use software for adding image date and time stamp on your
images. Whether you need to decorate your own photos, or you want to save a few moments of your memories, Image Date Time Stamp is
what you have been searching for. Image Date Time Stamp is a leading photo app builder with a simple interface for adding your personal
watermark on Pictures, Videos, Images, Documents, Audio, YouTube, Vimeo, Facebook, etc. Now put this software to work and see it for
yourself. Features: 1. Preview how the watermark will look like after applying with single click. 2. Choose font type, color, font size, text
alignment and correct the text. 3. Set watermark location: 3.1 Left Top Corner: 2%, 9%, 50% 3.2 Left Bottom Corner: -4%, 12%, 50% 3.3
Right Top Corner: 2%, -3%, 50% 3.4 Right Bottom Corner: -4%, -1%, 50% 3.5 Center: 0%, 9%, 50% 3.6 Choose where to put watermark in
image: Middle, Bottom, Left, Right, Top, Bottom, Crop, Artwork. 4. Save watermark position and make changes. 5. Save watermark position
and make changes. 6. Output to PDF/JPEG/PNG/TIFF formats with one click. 7. Choose artwork for image preview by selecting any blank
image from your PC. 8. Supports password to save watermark on any directory. Please note: New version 3.0.2-DP4-WINDOWS is available
now. This version was created after the last update. If you have problems with previous version 3.0.2-DP3-WINDOWS then you can download
the new 3.0.2-DP4-WINDOWS (version 4). About us De-eMon Photo & Photo Report: is a photo editing and photo report software developed
by De-eMon Photo. The latest version of De-eMon Photo is 1.0.4.

What's New In?

Download Image Date Time File Name Stamp Why FlashAsso.com? Free download. Free to try. No money, no catch. Easy to use. Instant
results. Remove image watermark Image Date Time File Name Stamp is a simple, effective and convenient application that enables you to
insert a watermark into batches of photos. You may easily add the date when they were taken, the current time or a simple, customizable text
watermark. Moreover, you can also place the file’s name as watermark, as well. There is also a handy option that allows you to add a signature
to them. Batch image processing The software can easily handle batches of photos, in a short time, by inserting the required watermark on
each of them. The photos are saved in the indicated output folder, with their original names, which means you need to be careful not to
overwrite the original data. You may position the watermark in one of the nine preset points, on the surface of the image or in a custom
location. You can also select the quality of the images for the watermark. Higher values mean better quality and larger filesize. Simply fill in
the X and Y axes position, the values being measured in pixels. The software can also apply image compression to each file, in order to reduce
its size on the disk. This is also the purpose of reducing or enhancing the pictures quality. You may simply select one of the percentage values.
Higher values indicate a better quality and larger filesize. Customize the watermark Image Date Time File Name Stamp offers you three
options for the watermark. You may insert plain text, such as a message, a name or a signature. You may place a timestamp watermark,
containing the date when the image was created, the date of last modification or the current date/time. The data is acquired from the image’s
metadata or from the system time. Alternatively, you may add the file’s name as a watermark, in custom font or colors. The software also
allows you to freely resize the image, by pixels, inches or millimeters, but does not automatically preserve the aspect ratio. Add watermark to
series of images Image Date Time File Name Stamp is a reliable software that enables you to insert a watermark into large batches of images.
It can come in handy when you need to add the date on photos taken at a particular event or
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System Requirements For Image Date Time File Name Stamp:

OS: Windows 7 SP1 or later Windows 7 SP1 or later Processor: Intel Core i5 or later Intel Core i5 or later Memory: 8 GB RAM 8 GB RAM
Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 560 or later NVIDIA GeForce GTX 560 or later DirectX: Version 11 Version 11 Network: Broadband
Internet connection Cutting edge technology and high frame rate gameplay.In order to enjoy the most optimal experience possible, we strongly
recommend having a dedicated graphics card for Star Swarm. For other configurations, we strongly recommend a dedicated
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